
                                                                         CLASS:IX 

                                                            MATHEMATICS 

                                                    WEEK 8: 22 October to 3rd November 

       REVISION (TERM-1) 

     

  

 

PERIODWISE PLANNING : 

 

PERIOD 1 PRACTICE QUESTIONS(QUADRILATERALS) 

1. The diagonals of a parallelogram ABCD intersect at O. If ∠BOC 

= 90º and ∠BDC = 50º, then find the measure of ∠OAB.  

 

2. In parallelogram ABCD, ∠ADB = 28º, ∠ABD = 12x, ∠BDC = 

60º and ∠DBC = 7y. Find the value of x and y. 

3. In square PQRS, find the measure of ∠SRP 

4. In quadrilateral ABCD, ∠A +∠C = 2 (∠B + ∠C). If ∠A = 140º 

and ∠D = 60º, find the measure of ∠B. 

5.  ABCD is a parallelogram and line segments AX, CY bisect ∠A 

and ∠C respectively such that X lies on side DC and Y lies on 

side AB. Show that AX ‖ CY. 

6. The lengths of the diagonals of a rhombus are 24 cm and 18 cm 

respectively. Find the length of each side of the rhombus. 



PERIOD 2 1   In parallelogram ABCD, ∠BDC :∠BCD : ∠DBC = 2 : 5: 3. Find 

the measure of all the angles of the parallelogram.  

2.ABCD is a rhombus with ∠ABC = 56º. Determine the measure of 

∠ACD.  

3.In parallelogram ABCD if the diagonals are equal then find the 

value of ∠ABC. 

4. If angles A, B, C and D of quadrilateral ABCD, taken in order are 

in the ratio 3:7:6:4, then identify the type of the quadrilateral. 

5.ABCD is a rectangle in which diagonals AC and BD intersect at O. 

If ∠BOC = 44º, find the measure of ∠OAD. 

6.D is the midpoint of AB of Δ ABC. If DE ‖ BC, AE = x, EC = 5 

cm, DE = 6 cm and BC = y, then find the length of x and y. 

 

PERIOD 3 
1. In parallelogram ABCD, diagonals AC and BD intersect each 

other at O. If OA = 3 cm and OD = 2 cm, determine the lengths 

of AC and BD. 

2. Can the angles 110º, 80º, 70º and 95º be the angles of a 

quadrilateral? Justify your answer. 

3. A diagonal of a rectangle is inclined to one side of the rectangle 

at 25º. Find the measure of the acute angle between the 

diagonals 

4.ABCD is a parallelogram in which ∠A = 60º. If the bisectors of ∠A 

and ∠B meet at P on CD, then prove that Δ ADP is isosceles. 

5.ABCD is a parallelogram in which AB = BC. Prove that ABCD is 

a rhombus. 

6.Prove that diagonals of a square are equal 



PERIOD 4 
1. A diagonal of a rectangle is inclined to one side of the rectangle 

at 25º. Find the measure of the acute angle between the diagonals. 

2. Each side of a rhombus is15 cm. if the length of one of its 

diagonals is 18 cm, then determine the length of the other 

diagonal. 

3. D, E and F are respectively the midpoints of sides PQ, QR and RS  

of ΔPQRS. Prove that ΔDEF is equilateral. 

4. AD and BE are medians of ΔABC. E and F are points on side AC 

such that BE ‖ DF. Prove that the length of CF = 
4

1
AC. 

5. AD is the median of ΔABC and E is the midpoint of AD. BE 

produced meets AC at F. Prove that AF is one-third of AC. 

 

 

PERIOD 5 

(CHAPTER 

1:NUMBER 

SYSTEM) 

 

1. Which of the following is an irrational number? 

a) √16  b) √
12

3
         c)  √12        d)√100 

2. √6 ×  √27is equal to 

a) 9√2             b)  3√3            d) 2√2       d) 9√3 

3. The product of a rational and an irrational numbers is 

a) Always an integer        b) Always a rational number 

c) Always an irrational number d) Sometimes rational and 

sometimes irrational 

4. Which of the following is equal to 𝑥2? 

a) 𝑥
15

7 − 𝑥
1

7     b) √(𝑥4)12
1

3      c) (√𝑥3)
2

3    d) 𝑥
1

2 . 𝑥
6

4 

5. The decimal expansion of an irrational number may be: 

a) Terminating                                             b)  Recurring     

c)  Either terminating or non- terminating     d)  Non-terminating 

and non-recurring 

6. What would be the denominator after rationalizing    
7

5√3 – 5√2
? 

a) 19  b) 20  c)   25 d) None of these 

7. If √2 = 1.4142 , then √
√2−1

√2+1
 = 

a) 0.1718 b)  5.8282 c) 0.4142 d) 2.4142 

8. A rational number between √3 and √5 is  

a) √15 b) 1.8  c)  1.7  d) 
√3+√5

2
 

 

9. √2
3

 . 2
−1

3  . √32
12

 = 



a) √32
12

 b)  √2
12

  c) √2  d)  2 

10. Rationalization of the denominator of  
5√3+3√5

5√3−3√5
 is  

a) 6+√15 b) 4+√15 c) 4−√15 d) 6 + √5 

 

 

 

PERIOD 6 

(CHAPTER 

3:COORDINAT

E GEOMETRY) 

1. Which of the following points will lie in Quadrant IV? 

(a) (2, -3)    (b)  (1, 0)      (c)   (0, -1) (d)  (-1, -2) 

 

2. If the ordinate of a point is 0 and the abscissa is -4, then which of 

the following co-ordinates will represent the position of the point 

in the Cartesian plane? 

(a) (0, -4)     (b)  (-4, 0)     (c)  (0, -4) (d)  (-4, -4) 

 

3. If points O (0, 0), K (0, -5), L (-5, 5), M (5, 5), N (0, 5) are 

plotted on a Cartesian plane and joined in order, then which of the 

following quadrilateral is obtained? 

(a) Square  (b) Rectangle   

(b) (c)  Trapezium (d)  Rhombus 

 

4. Which of the following points will lie on the x – axis? 

(a) (2, 3)     (b)  (1, 0)   (c)  (0, -1)     (d)  (-1, -2) 

 

5. What is the perpendicular distance of the point (-5, -7) from the y 

– axis? 

(a) -7 units    (b)  7 units    (c)  - 5 units (d)  5 units 

 

6. What are the co-ordinates of a point whose abscissa is - 9 and lies 

on the x – axis? 

(a) (0, -9)   (b)  (-9, 0) (c)  (0, 9)   (d)  (- 1, - 9) 

 

7. If the ordinate of a point is zero, then this point always 

lies____________ 

(a) In Quadrant I (b) in Quadrant II  

(b) (c) on x – axis  (d) on y – axis 

 

8. The points whose abscissa and ordinate have different signs will 

lie in ________ 

(a) I and II quadrants  (b) II and III quadrants 

(c) I and III quadrants  (d) II and IV quadrants 

 

9. The points (other than origin) for which abscissa is equal to the 

ordinate will lie in ________ 

(a) Quadrant I only (b) both Quadrant I and II 

(c) Both Quadrant I and III(d) both Quadrant II and IV 

10. Abscissa of a point is positive in______________ 

(a) I and II quadrants       (b) II and IV quadrants 

(c) I and IV quadrants       (d) III and IV quadrants 



 

PERIOD 7 

(CHAPTER 4: 

LINEAR 

EQUATIONS 

IN TWO 

VARIABLES) 

 

Choose the correct answer in each of the following: 

1. Which of the following is not a linear equation in two variables? 

(a) yx =       (b)  
5

1
2

7
=− y

x
 (c)  022 =− yx  (d)  7=x  

 

2. What is the geometrical representation of the linear equation

2=+ yx  in two variables? 

(a)Circle    (b)  Triangle  (c)  Straight line   (d)  Square 

 

3. Which of the following represents the equation of the x – axis? 

(a) 0=x      (b) 0=y     (c)  2=x     (d) 02 =−y  

 

4. The graph of the equation 2=x  will intersect the x – axis at which 

of the following points? 

(a)(2, 0)      (b) (0, 2) (c)  (2, 2)     (d) (0, 0) 

 

5. How many linear equations in x and y have (1, 2) as one of the 

solutions? 

(a) Only one (b)  Two     (c)  Three (d) Infinitely many 

 

6. The graph of which of the following equations will pass through 

the origin? 

(a) yx =   (b)  
5

1
2

7
=− y

x
  

                    (c)  7=x   (d) None of these 

 

7. If (2, 3) is a solution of the linear equation 42 =+ kyx , then the 

value of k is ________ 

(a)
3

8−
    (b) 0  (c) -3   (d) 5 

 

8. The graph of the equation 1232 =+ yx  cuts the x – axis at A (6, 0) 

and y – axis at B (0, 4). What will be the area of Δ AOB, O being 

the origin? 

(a)24 sq. units    (b) 2 sq. units 

(d) 12 sq. units              (d) 18 sq. units 

 

9. The graph of which of the linear equations is parallel to the x – 

axis? 

(a) 0=x      (b)   0=y   (c)  2=x      (d) 02 =−y  

 

10. The points (-1, 1), (0, 0) and (1, -1) will lie on the graph of which 

of the following equations? 

(a) xy =    (b) 0=+ yx   (c) xy 2=    (d) xy 732 =+  

 

 

 

 



 

PERIOD 8 

(CHAPTER 

6:LINES AND 

ANGLES) 

1. If one angle of a triangle is equal to the sum of the other two 

angles, then the triangle is  

(A) an isosceles triangle      (B) an obtuse triangle                                      

(C) an equilateral triangle          (D) a right triangle 

2. If one of the angles of a triangle is 130°, then the angle between 

the bisectors of the other two angles can be   

(A) 50°         (B) 65°       (C) 145°           (D) 155° 

3. The angles of a triangle are in the ratio 5: 3: 7. The triangle is  

(A) an acute angled triangle   (B) an obtuse angled triangle                     

(C) a right triangle                 (D) an isosceles triangle 

4. In Fig. I, POQ is a line. The value of x is  

 

                      

 

 

 

 

                                           Fig. I 

(A) 20°               (B) 25°                (C) 30°      (D) 35° 

 

5. In Fig. II, if OP || RS, ∠OPQ = 110° and ∠QRS = 130°, then ∠ 

PQR is equal to  

 
                       Fig. II 

(A) 40°                 (B) 50°              (C) 60°         (D) 70° 

 

6. Angles of a triangle are in the ratio 2: 4: 3. The smallest angle of 

the triangle is  

(A) 60°            (B) 40°          (C) 80°         (D) 20° 

7. If two interior angles on the same side of a transversal 

intersecting two parallel lines are in the ratio 2 : 3, then the 

greater of the two angles is  

(A) 54°              (B) 108°           (C) 120°             (D) 136° 

 

8. In Fig. III, if lines PQ and RS intersect at point T, such that ∠ 

PRT = 40°, ∠ RPT = 95° and ∠ TSQ = 75°, then ∠ SQT is 

                  

 

 

                          Fig. III:                              

 

 

 

(A) 60°        (B) 40°           (C) 80°         (D) 20° 

                       

 

                                                                                 

9. If lines PQ and RS intersect each other at point O and ∠POR : ∠ 



ROQ = 5 : 7, then ∠SOQ  is 

(A) 60°                 (B) 45°           (C) 75            (D) 20° 

10. In a triangle, an exterior angle is 140° and its two opposite 

interior angles are equal. What is the measure of the two opposite 

interior angles? 

(A) 60°         (B) 45°           (C) 75°           (D) 70° 

 

 

PERIOD 9 

(CHAPTER 

7:TRIANGLES) 

1.  If ∆ ABC ≅∆ PQR and ∆ ABC is not congruent to ∆ RPQ, then which 

of the following is not true: 

(A) BC = PQ  (B) AC = PR  (C) QR = BC  (D) AB = PQ 

2.  If  AB = QR, BC = PR and CA = PQ, then  

(A) ∆ ABC ≅∆ PQR    (B) ∆ CBA ≅∆ PRQ  

(C) ∆ BAC ≅∆ RPQ    (D) ∆ PQR ≅∆ BCA 

3.It is given that ∆ ABC ≅∆ FDE and AB = 5 cm, ∠B = 40° and ∠A = 

80°. Then which of the following is true?  

(A) DF = 5 cm, ∠F = 60°        (B) DF = 5 cm, ∠E = 60° 

(C) DE = 5 cm, ∠E = 60°        (D) DE = 5 cm, ∠D = 40° 

4.  . In triangles ABC and PQR, AB = AC, ∠C = ∠P and ∠B = ∠Q. The 

two triangles are  

(A) isosceles but not congruent  (B) isosceles and congruent  

(C) congruent but not isosceles  (D) neither congruent nor isosceles 

5.  In triangles ABC and DEF, AB = FD and ∠A = ∠D. The two triangles 

will be congruent by SAS axiom if  

(A) BC = EF  (B) AC = DE  (C) AC = EF  (D) BC = DE 

6. In an isosceles triangle, if the vertex angle is twice the sum of the base 

angles, then the measure of vertex angle of the triangle is  

 (A)  1000 (B) 1200 (C) 1100 (d)  1300 

7. ABC is an isosceles triangle such that AB = AC , 035=ABD and AD 

is the median to base BC. Then, BAD is                                 A 

 (A)  550  (B)  700       

 (C) 350            (D) 1100     

                        B            D       C                                                                               

 

8. The bisectors of exterior angles at B and C of ABC meet at O. If 
0xA = , then BOC  

 (A) 900+
2

0x
         (B)   

2
90

0
0 x
−   

            (C) 
2

180
0

0 x
+         (D)  

2
180

0
0 x
−  

9. If bisectors of the acute angles of a right triangle meet at O , then the 

angle at O between the  

two bisectors is    

 (A) 450   (B)  950    (C)  1350   (D)  900 

10. If  ACBABC  , then  ABC  is isosceles with  

 (A)  AB = AC  (B)  AB = BC (C)  AC = BC  (D)  None of these  

 

 

 

 

PERIOD 10 

1. The base of a right triangle is 8 cm and hypotenuse is 10 cm. Its 

area will be  



(CHAPTER 

12:HERONS 

FORMULA) 

(A) 24 cm2                          (B) 40 cm2                          (C) 48 cm2                   

(D) 80 cm2 

2. An isosceles right triangle has area 8 cm2. The length of its 

hypotenuse is  

(A) √32 cm                        (B) √16 cm                         (C) √48 

cm                (D) √24 cm 

3. The sides of a triangle are 56 cm, 60 cm and 52 cm long. Then 

the area of the triangle is (A) 1322 cm2                     (B) 1311 cm2                       

(C) 1344 cm2             (D) 1392 cm2 

4. The length of each side of an equilateral triangle having an area 

of 9√3 cm2 is  

(A) 8 cm                            (B) 36 cm                             (C) 4 cm                    

(D) 6 cm 

5. If the area of an equilateral triangle is 16 √3 cm2 , then the 

perimeter of the triangle is  

(A) 48 cm                          (B) 24 cm                            (C) 12 cm                  

(D) 36 cm 

6. The edges of a triangular board are 6 cm, 8 cm and 10 cm. The 

cost of painting it at the rate of 9 paise per cm2 is  

(A) Rs 2.00                        (B) Rs 2.16                         (C) Rs 2.48              

(D) Rs 3.00 

7. The area of an equilateral triangle with side √48 cm is 

(A) 18√3  cm2                  (B) 14√3  cm2                     (C) 12√3  

cm2          (D) 16√3  cm2 

8. The sides of a triangular plot are in the ratio of 3: 5: 7 and its 

perimeter is 300 m. Then its area is 

(A) 1000√3  cm2              (B) 1200√3  cm2             (C) 1500√3  

cm2      (D) 1600√3  cm2 

9. A triangle and a parallelogram have the same base and the same 

area. If the sides of the triangle are 10 cm, 24 cm and 26 cm, and 

the parallelogram stands on the base 10 cm, then the height of the 

parallelogram is 

(A) 48 cm                          (B) 24 cm                            (C) 12 cm                  

(D) 36 cm 

10. A field is in the shape of a trapezium whose parallel sides are 25 

m and 10 m. The non-parallel sides are 14 m and 13 m. Then the 

area of the field is 

(A) 132 cm2                     (B) 196 cm2                       (C) 144 cm2             

(D) 192 cm2 

 

 

PERIOD  

(CHAPTER 14: 

STATISTICS) 

1. For a given data, the difference between the maximum and 

minimum observation is known as its 

a) class mark  b) class c)  range d)  class limit 

2. In a grouped frequency distribution, the class intervals are 0-10, 

10-20, 20-30, .., then the class width is 

a) 30   b)  10  c)  15  d)  20 

3. In a histogram the area of each rectangle is proportional to  

a)  the class size of the corresponding class interval  

b) cumulative frequency of the corresponding class interval  



c) the class mark of the corresponding class interval  

d) frequency of the corresponding class interval 

4. To draw a histogram to represent the following frequency 

distribution : 

Class interval     5-10 10-15 15-25 25-45 45-75 

Frequency  6 12 10 8 15 

The adjusted frequency for the class 25-45 is 

a) 6  b)  5  c)  3  d)  2 

5. A grouped frequency table with class intervals of equal size using 

3-5 (5 included in this interval) as one of the class intervals is 

constructed for the following data. The frequency of the class 3-5 

is 

1 4 7 2 0 3 9 2 3 7 6 3 5 

2 5 5 6 2 3 5 1 0 4 6 4 6 

 

a)  11  b)  8  c)  5   d)  3 

6. The range of the data : 25, 18, 20, 22, 16, 6, 17, 15, 12, 30, 32, 

10, 19, 8, 11, 20 is  

a) 10   b)   15   c) 18   d)  26 

7. The width of each of five continuous classes in a frequency 

distribution is 5 and the lower class-limit of the lowest class is 10. 

The upper class-limit of the highest class is:  

a)  15   b) 25   c) 35   d) 40 

8. A grouped frequency table with class intervals of equal sizes 

using 250-270 (270 not included in this interval) as one of the 

class interval is constructed for the following data :  

268, 220, 368, 258, 242, 310, 272, 342, 310, 290, 300, 320, 319, 

304, 402, 318, 406, 292, 354, 278, 210, 240, 330, 316, 406, 215, 

258, 236. The frequency of the class 310-330 is:  

a) 4   b) 5   c) 6   d) 7 

 

9. The class size of the classes 0 – 4, 5 – 9, 10 – 14  

a) 4  b) 7  c) 5  d) 5.5 

10. When in a frequency distribution class widths are not same and 

we have to draw histogram then, 

a) We mark class size as width and the given frequency as 

length and draw rectangle 

b) We reduce class size to minimum class size keeping the 

length same 

c) We find the proportionate lengths of the class corresponding 

to minimum width and draw the rectangle 

d) None of these 

              

                                                  

 


